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An Overview of North/South Trade in Food Products

John T. Hyatt

I am please to lead off the discussion this of Chile and Argentina, bordering the Antarctic,
morning with such a distinguished group of lumi- and one of the rainiest parts of South America.
naries from the Gulf South Port and Food Indus- Glaciers descend from permanently ice-capped
try. My overview, setting the stage for this panel mountains, often discharging icebergs into the
discussion, will touch on the major trends within deeply fjorded coast-line. There are few hours of
the principal food groups affecting the sunshine, few hours when the wind is not blow-
North/South trade, followed by individual panel ing. Rainfall exceeds 200 inches a year in places.
members focusing on their particular ports or ar- Snow and sleet are common throughout the long
eas of expertise, describing then niche winter.
needed/filled and the projects/infrastructure im- One sees these extreme geographic contrasts
provements coming on line that would further reflected, equally, in a disproportionate distribu-
enhance those niches. In alphabetical order our tion of natural resources throughout the Latin
panel includes Messrs. J. Ron Brinson, Presi- American scene. Central America and the Carib-
dent/CEO, The Port of New Orleans; Scott Han- bean are rich in agricultural and people resources
sen, Executive Director, Southern United States (having year-round growing seasons and fertile
Trade Association (SUSTA); Harold E. Hudgins, volcanic soils); but poor in basic elements and
Marketing Manager, Food and Agriproducts, energy sources. In the region, a standby generator
Alabama State Docks Department; Anthony J. is essential for any on-going industrial activity.
Taormina, Executive Director, Mississippi State Central America's main trading partner is the
Port Authority at Gulfport; and George William- United States, to which it has access by land.
son, Managing Director, Port of Houston. However, topography and climate combine to

When the North/South trade is mentioned, make land transport an expensive option: steep
one normally thinks U.S./Latin America and mountain passes; mountainous terrain with many
Western hemisphere. However, including all streams; frequent heavy rains, washing out un-
countries that straddle or lie south of the equator, paved roads and depositing debris on pave roads;
the geographic term is more encompassing. To and earthquakes that break up road and bridge
wit: Africa, Australia and New Zealand. But the structures.
current "buzz word" is expansion of regional Ports, therefore, are numerous and are all
trade pacts with the move toward hemispheric required to connect with international shipping.
free trade by the end of the century. Certainly, Difficulties clearly arise when the bulk of the
near term quantum economic developments will population lives in the highlands adjacent to the
come from the newly democratized countries of Pacific coast while the ports are located on the
Latin America, with incremental increases from Atlantic. Further, most of the productive agricul-
other Southern hemisphere players. tural areas are on the Pacific littoral, the Atlantic

Latin America alone represents a market of being too wet to produce much more than ba-
over 400 million potential consumers and produc- nanas.
ers. It covers not only the subtropical, tropical and In the case of the "gnat-sized" islands of the
equatorial zones of Mexico, Central America and Caribbean, most production is concentrated on
the Caribbean Islands (where there are only two one crop (bananas), with the entire working-age
annual seasons, hot/dry and hot/wet), but also population involved in the growing, harvesting,
reaches as far south as the Tierra del Fuego region packing, transport and loading of the subsidized

cargo onto the weekly vessel bound for the
"mother" country.

John T. Hyatt is Vice-President, Imports, for the Irwin On the South American continent proper, the
Brown Company, New Orleans, and President, Gulfport sy i q ent t 
Dockside Chiller, Gulfport, MS.story quite different i both ease and quality of
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land transport between and through contiguous mati rice from India. Likewise, vegetable oils are
countries, not to mention ready availability of processed, drummed, and exported from the Gulf
natural resources for basic industries and ample to include cottonseed and soybean oil in large
sources of hydro-electric power. parcels under PL 480 contracts.

In the early years of this country, exports Food commodities other than grains, cereals,
centered on basic food commodities shipped back dried fish, and the like, could only be considered
to the old world. Note this November 10, 1687 for international trade after the decline of sail and
B/L documenting a cargo of codfish from New the ascendancy of steam in ocean transportation.
England to Spain. Some of the phrasing is recog- However, heroic efforts were expended in using
nizable such as "one of which three bills of lading sail for banana cargoes. Good arrivals for the
being accomplished, the other two to stand void." deck-loaded product depended upon favorable
However, "Shipped by the grace of God" and winds and tides with disaster regularly visiting
"God send the good ketch to her desired port in every other voyage, rotten bananas being con-
safety, Amen" reveals the Puritan influence. Two signed to a watery grave. The momentous inno-
hundred years later, in the generation after the vations brought about by steam -- mainly a de-
Civil War, agricultural expansion westward pendable schedule and increased carrying power -
placed farmers in a precarious position, because - opened a new era in world trade and interna-
their future rested on unrealistic assumptions tional relations.
about the land, the weather, the market and the A regular trade began in 1877 when the S.S.
credit system. The opening of the West was paral- Frigorifique utilized mechanical refrigeration to
leled by a no less remarkable expansion of the bring a first cargo of meat from Argentina and
agricultural domain of Canada, the Argentine, this example was quickly followed when, in 1880,
Australia, Russia, and Brazil. When the American the first shipment from Australia brought 400 fro-
farmer satisfied the domestic market and then had zen carcasses of sheep to London. Although su-
to sell his product in the world market, the price perficially similar, the carriage of 'live' produce
received at home and abroad was determined by (typified by meat) required distinct forms of
the world market. treatment during long ocean voyages. The car-

Today, the hegemony of U.S. grain and ce- riage of both of these groups have certain things
real exports are challenged from several quarters. in common, but there are also some wide differ-
However, the 2 million metric tons of exportable ences. The major one being that in live cargoes
Chinese corn pales in comparison to the 52 mil- (fruit and vegetable) the living process continues
lion tons to be exported by the United States this after harvesting and during this retarded ripening
year. Nonetheless, objections from the EC will process, heat continues to be given off and the
make problematical the export of the first U.S. produce 'breathes' in oxygen and exhales CO 2crop of genetically altered roundup-resistant soy- and other gases. With dead cargoes (meat and
beans and bacteria-resistant corn. The EC demand fish) on the other hand, the main requirement was
that these bio-engineered crops be labeled, even to prevent the development of microorganisms
in their processed state proves difficult and un- that live on the produce.
economical due to their inherent fungibility. Early North/South trade in fresh produce

Not only is the natural inland waterway sys- consisted of bananas on the stem (the "Big
tem of the Mississippi basin conducive to eco- Mikes") seen in a 1912 photo being transported
nomical shipping of grain products from the Mid- by pack mule to unrefrigerated rail cars from
west to world markets through the Gulf, but the United Fruit Company's Guatemalan plantations,
area of Louisiana, Arkansas, and east Texas is a and subsequently loaded aboard vessels in this
large producer and miller of bagged rice with the fashion as "naked" bananas. A similar discharge
economics of the shorter transit chain obvious, scene at New Orleans has the odd sight of banana
Some Louisiana growers are even experimenting unloading equipment resembling a giant mutant
in exotic varieties of rice that had been previously preying Mantis from one of those 1950's Sci-Fi
imported and, in most cases, rejected by Food and movies, with a cast of thousands working the
Drug for rodent and insect filth, particularly Bas- cargo on the wharf. Even in those nascent days of
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the banana trade it was possible, with proper co- ries are prominent menu items in the U.S. white
ordination, to dispatch fruit to distant markets in table-cloth gourmet restaurant trade. From Gua-
North America, achieving reasonably good out- temala alone this past season more than 40 mil-
turns. lion pounds of fresh snow peas were exported.

In addition to the early banana trade, which In the past few years, U.S. tree fruit, soft
included plantations, less sensitive coconuts and fruit and stone fruit have garnered markets in
other tropical fruits soon followed once more re- Mexico, the Caribbean and Central America;
liable refrigerated transportation developed, while during North American winter movement
These included pineapple, papaya, and mangos. from the Southern Hemisphere of the same com-
Less than twenty years ago temperate fruits were modities increases every year (55 million cases of
commercially introduced as an item of trade, be- fruit from Chile alone in the 1993-94 season).
ginning with the New Zealand kiwi, whose mar- With South Africa no longer a pariah nation, ex-
ket was saturated once nearly every Californian ports of deciduous fruits should reach the 75 mil-
planted kiwi. Off-season Caribbean and Central lion case mark by the turn of the century; while
American winter melon shipments likewise have New Zealand is concentrating on more and more
skyrocketed over the past five years. Citrus im- varieties of apples and pears geared to consumer
ports are more regular and no longer seen as fill- tastes. Year round availability of fresh produce to
ins after Texas or Florida freezes. With widening North American consumers is a recent phenome-
possibilities for cold treatment in southern ports, non, the result of several factors. A principal
these arrivals should increase further. stimulant has been rapid growth of demand due to

With the advent of the North American Free shifts in dietary preference (mainly for health rea-
Trade Agreement, liberalizing much of the previ- sons). California and Florida, the chief fruit and
ous import restrictions on agricultural products, vegetable producing states, have both experienced
the prospects, especially out of southeastern population growth, exerting additional pressure to
Mexico (Oaxaca, Tobasco, Chiapas, Campeche convert agricultural lands to residential use.
and Yucatan) are intriguing when exportable pro- Scarce water resource and an expensive labor
duction in tropical and off season fruit is in the market will direct attention to the micro-climates
hundreds of thousands of tons, most of which is and year-round growing seasons in Latin Amer-
currently moving through overland gateways. ica. Countries of the southern hemisphere could
However, the economics of a water connection become the future fruit and vegetable baskets of
with ports in the U.S. Gulf will surely assert itself the United States, just as the U.S. is the grain bas-
in time. ket for many third world countries. And not only

Vegetable imports from Central American will an apple a day keep the doctor away and a
highland intermount basin acreage such as broc- banana a day keep the cardiologist away, but
coli are also available year round. Chile moves some supermarket tabloids are reporting that a
the largest volumes, comprising pears, apples, daily dose of fresh pineapple will ward off senil-
table grapes, plums, peaches and their hairless ity and impotence.
cousin, the nectarine. Some fresh produce, because of its high

Several USAID programs in Central Amer- value or short shelf life can only travel by air.
ica during the past 10 years assisted growers with Asparagus, a high-value air commodity, seemed a
diversification into nontraditional agricultural good choice for Peruvian, Bolivian and Colom-
exports. The melon trade (cantaloupes, honey- bian campesinos being weaned off coca produc-
dews, etc.) has become a significant supplement tion under the Bush Andean Trade Pact until
to the North America diet during the winter with California growers cited "unfair competition."
upwards of 15,000+ refrigerated containers esti- Other products now moving exclusively via air
mated to be exported from the region this season. include baby vegetables, peppers, strawberries
Other nontraditional exports such as baby vege- and berries.
tables, lettuce, garlic, celery, broccoli, cauli- However, for increasing volumes of fruit
flower, carrots, radishes, zucchini, bell peppers, imports to be successfully marketed in the U.S.,
corn, spinach, tomatoes, asparagus and strawber- the current distribution patterns will need to be
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reassessed. Over 70% of Chilean, and nearly all refrigerated containers, the economics of a pallet-
of Brazilian, Australian, Argentinean, New Zea- ized operation coupled with the increased buying
land and South African fruit arrive through but a power of the Latin American consumer will has-
few choke points on the east coast, handled by the ten this trend. Another southern hemisphere
same group of receivers for nationwide distribu- player, South Africa, is recovering from some bad
tion, creating congestion, lower returns and mar- years in its poultry industry and could soon be-
ket gluts. This holds equally true with the sea- come a net exporter of white meat. Curiously,
sonal melon trade from Central America and foreign sales of U.S. dark meat in many instances
other parts of the Caribbean discharging fruit in subsidizes domestic white meat sales.
south Florida ports, nearly 80% being reshipped Turning to U.S. beef, pork, and lamb, the
to other points in the U.S. Looking at a mature export market appears bullish. Beef is expected to
year-round market which has had over a century rise 92% and pork 200% by the year 2000. Total
to develop, we see the banana trade landing its worldwide demand for meat is increasing. Be-
nearly 3.9 million 40 lb. boxes of fruit every week tween 1985 and 1995 global consumption of beef,
in equal measure through the three main port pork and poultry rose 28% to 167 million metric
ranges (east coast, gulf coast and west coast.) tons. The rising standard of living worldwide and
Continuing population shifts to the Sunbelt and the increased liberalization of the world trading
increased lift of fruit from offshore points will system are the catalysts for this expansion. How-
open more opportunities for Gulf ports, forging a ever, in the near term U.S. producers have been
new rationalization on U.S. fruit distribution pat- faced with increased fee costs due to karnal bunt,
terns. TCK smut and vomitoxin. With stockpiles low,

Nonetheless, there remain specific niches prices have soared; thus it is growing ever more
upon which to capitalize. Louisiana has a definite expensive to raise animals for meat. Farmers are
edge in sweet potato quality with its Beauregard bringing their cattle to market earlier. Even the
variety. LSU developed the strain seven years ago potential to capitalize on spongiform encephalo-
and adapted it to heavy rainfall and warm climate, pathy, Creutzfeldt-Jacob or "mad cow" in the
along with the sandy loam soil that is prevalent in European market has not been sufficient to ad-
the bayou country. As the Beauregard does not dress the oversupply of U.S. beef. Lower beef
fare well outside South Louisiana, competition is prices are now a sign of the times. Health minded
limited. It is a moist-cooking, syrupy sweet potato consumers who once shunned red meat fearing
that is called a "yam" for marketing purposes, that enjoying a good steak might clog their arter-
although not the true yam of the tropics. In addi- ies or stop their hearts, are turning to leaner, more
tion to being marketed in its raw state, the moderate portions. Although meat imports have
Beauregard has been incorporated in many proc- fallen, an anticipated rise in domestic prices in the
essed food lines by major labels. next six to eight months should spur imports.

Other niche cargoes include harvest prod- Since the 1995 signing of the GATT Agreement,
ucts, such as poultry (especially leg-quarters a number of South American countries have in-
"dark meat"), which have found export markets creased their presence in the U.S. beef import
worldwide, Latin America looming large. Tradi- business. Uruguay has already received approval
tionally, this has been an east-west trade with gulf to ship 20,000 metric tons of beef annually, with
ports profiting handsomely, major poultry proces- Argentina following suit. This is a mere drop in
sors Byson, Goldkist and Sanderson in our back the bucket compared to the entire market. None-
yards. The phenomena of palletized reefer ships theless, herd sizes in the U.S. have been reduced
steaming to the Commonwealth of Independent considerably from a high of 132 million in the
States may be valid for at least another decade. 1970's to less than 100 million head today (one
The profits to be made from providing blast- cow for every 2 3/4 persons). This should further
freezing facilities adjacent to poultry processing stimulate future northbound movement of beef.
plants have given many happy investors hand- Although some may extol the taste differences of
some returns within the first year. Although the grass-fed imported beef as opposed to grain-fed
poultry trade to Latin America now consists of U.S. beef, such distinctions are meaningless as
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the bulk of imports are used in processed foods rieties of seafood (but, I do not think this includes
like hot dogs, soups and also consigned to fast "blowfish"). Specialty seafood products have in-
food chains wherein the original identity of the creasingly become essential to haute cuisine andproduct has been lost. This is not beautifully the white tablecloth restaurant trade.
marbled top quality sirloin targeted for fancy In the processed arena, Latin America is asteak houses. beckoning market. This includes snacks, canned

In addition to the "cud chewers," other major products, frozen food, beverages, candies, dairyniche commodities transit the Americas to include products, pasta, soups, broths, fruit juices, jams,
chilled and frozen fish/shellfish. In some respects, jellies, preserved fruits and nuts, preserved andthe seafood trade is both northbound and south- prepared vegetables and cookies and crackers.
bound, fishmeal moving in both directions to Quality and variety are limited in Latin America
stock mariculture and aquaculture farms, with and the "made in the U.S.A." label has a certain
harvests from these operations likewise predi- cache. In Brazil alone the market for processed
cated upon supply and demand. The marine fish- food is growing at an annual 12% rate. On aver-
eries harvest from the adjacent waters (in addition age, imported processed foods in Brazil cost 10%to heavy cattle production and the fresh/frozen to 20% less than locally manufactured products.
produce sector), also provides product for export Also, payment terms are more generous from off-
and the earning of foreign exchange. U.S. Gulf shore suppliers, with 180 days as opposed to no
Coast processors rely heavily on imports of fro- more than 30 days form local manufacturers and
zen shrimp from Latin America during closure of generally averaging 21 days. When it is consid-
the brown and white shrimp seasons in the U.S. ered that by the year 2000 Brazil will have aGulf. This provides year round employment. And, population of 179,496,000 persons, 77.54% of
through serendipitous happenstance, Louisiana whom will reside in urban areas and with similar
crawfish exporters ship about 4 to 7 million population growth in Southern Cone power
pounds of product to Sweden in late summer for houses, Chile and Argentina, the prospects are
the annual Swedish crawfishfest where up to obvious.
$2.00 is paid for one crawfish compared to Certainly processed foods require no ex-
$1.25/lb. in the metro New Orleans area. For- traordinary handling procedures. Not so with
merly, the crawfish was secured from the waters perishables. But unlike chilled and frozen
of the Bosporus in Turkey, but disease struck the red/white meat, veal, and seafood, fresh produce
crop over a decade ago, providing an attractive requires specialized refrigerated ocean transpor-
niche for Louisiana exporters. tation such as pallet-friendly reefer vessels or

A commodity that has taken off in recent ships capable of supporting temperature-
years is seafood, particularly Chilean salmon as a controlled containers or trailers. Unlike "dead"
replacement for "unhealthy" red meat. But with produce such as frozen meat, "live" refrigerated
exports to the U.S. exceeding $1 billion annually, produce demands the most exacting conditions
fishermen in the Pacific Northwest complain of together with a coordinated distribution infra-
sales at LTFV (less than fair value), when natural structure capable of breaking down products into
advantage rules. Salmon feed only in daylight smaller sales units, or equally recombining them
hours; and with two additional hours of sunlight into larger parcels. Still living/breathing produce,
obtained in the southern hemisphere, larger to maintain its value, must be expedited through
salmon are being produced less expensively. the transportation/distribution chain, whether
Additionally, the Pacific Northwest fisheries long pierside at a port of discharge, a terminal market
viewed Japan as its "hold card," until the Japa- at Philadelphia, or the central European exchange
nese shopped elsewhere, once vessels from the at Munich. Dependable and competitive overland
Home Islands were locked out of Alaskan fishing transport is essential if products, having both high
grounds. Nonetheless, the harvest from offshore quality and long shelf life are to reach the end.
fisheries, aquaculture and mariculture projects user/ultimate consumer in optimum condition. A
increases every year, fueled by competitive prices well-managed operation throughout the transpor-
and consumer demand for ever more exotic va- tation process is essential for success.
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Surely, politics, especially in this election that would endanger its agricultural industry
year, holds large sway over the food trade, both (even potatoes from Canada, lying less than 10°

fresh and processed. As tariff levels for food latitude south of the Arctic circle). In an effort to
products have reached minuscule levels since the compromise while the dumping investigation is
Kennedy round of tariff reductions in the early continuing, Florida growers have forced upon
1960's, other weapons in the arsenal of the pro- Mexican growers a minimum market price at
tectionists have been brandished. These include which they will sell their tomatoes in the U.S.
dumping cases filed with the bi-partisan U.S. In- (socialism) with the U.S. consumer taking it on
ternational Trade commission (which sometimes the chin. Perhaps this will also be rectified after
acts in a "partisan" manner). Dry non-egg pasta November 5th. Certainly Florida growers are
from Italy and Turkey was recently subjected to greedily eyeing frost-free Cuba as a source of to-
investigation, with a subsequent determination mato production. And surely the savings realized
that there were no sales at less than fair value. there will not be passed on to the consumer.

In the case of avocados, particularly from the Over many of these political tinkerings and
state of Michoacan, Mexico, the USDA's pro- machinations with international trade in food
posal to lift the more than 80 year ban against products, the technocrats on the ground have little
importation of fresh avocados in to the United or no control. Port leaders in the Gulf must make
States met with typical resistance from California the rational decisions as to what the future holds
avocado growers, seeking "photo-ops" by parking for them in this niche market. Such decisions
their tractors at the entrance to the hearing hall. must be tempered with the realization that to se-
Although the "science" was done and a final rule cure new cargo flows, certain calculated risks
published, changes have not been implemented as may need to be taken in the marketplace. When
the "science" may not have been thorough. The public moneys are involved, a willy-nilly roll of
issue is now being "revisited" and will probably the dice will not suffice, nor would it be in keep-
be finalized sometime after November 5th (one ing with the fiduciary responsibilities of port
merely has to contemplate the number of electoral authorities. Equally, it must be recognized that
votes which California controls). Of the annual facilities must be in place before speculative car-
20,000+ ton production of avocados in Mexico, goes will materialize. Contracted cargoes tied to
most has been moving to alternate markets in amortization of specially built facilities, unfortu-
Europe this season with poor results. nately, are not available in every corner. It natu-

The same reasoning holds for the importa- rally follows that the wave of the future in new
tion of fresh tomatoes from Mexico. In protest to port facility development for specialized food-
what Florida growers saw as "dumping" of Mexi- handling infrastructure points toward pub-
can tomatoes, the Florida Department of Agricul- lie/private partnerships where risks are jointly
ture examined shipments of all produce transiting shared. Although prudence is sometimes consid-
the state even though previously cleared by fed- ered a virtue, in the struggle with competing fa-
eral agencies upon importation. Such inspection cilities for cargo share, reminiscent of Danton in
added about $150 to $250 more cost on a truck- the French Revolution, audacity may be appro-
load of product. Florida's rationale was preven- priate. Examples abound of port authorities that
tion of the introduction of tropical plant diseases took these risks and are now reaping the benefits.


